George Greene
Here representing the Elk River Alliance - ERA
The community sees us as the voice of the watershed.
The ERA has a professional board who are experts in aquatic ecology, hydrology, water quality
and community engagement. And we have a strong full time staff team including a terrestrial
ecologist and an aquatic ecologist.
I have long experience in conservation at the international and national levels including with
organizations who set standards for protected and conserved areas.
Member of Executive Committee Canadian Wildlife Federation
I am a property owner and RDEK tax payer
And I have been working for years in the Elk Valley with industry, NGOs and the Ktunaxa
Nation on managing resource development to meet environmental principles

The ERA has been monitoring water quality and fish habitat in Lizard Creek since 2011
A recent survey identified a large number of west slope cut throat trout spawning sites in the
middle reaches of the Lizard Creek.
Lizard Creek is today one of a very small number of mostly undisturbed or restored tributaries
along the full length of the Elk Valley – most others are impacted by mining, clear cut logging,
road disturbance - and increasingly housing development
It is a healthy and clean stream and one of the most productive tributaries in the Elk Valley - for
Westslope cut throat (WCT) population recruitment to the Elk River watershed – with its
associated economic importance to fly fishing industry with a value of approx $2.7 million per year
for outfitters alone.
The developer’s response to questions at the Open House about protecting Lizard Creek is that
there will be set backs from properties and a riparian corridor as parks and rec land
But
- No studies have been done to identify the fish and angling values of the creek nor to assess
made potential impacts to fish and water quality
- In fact trout is not even mentioned in the application – nor is the economic and recreational
importance to outfitters and anglers
. Given the high environmental value of the Lizard Creek corridor we are troubled and surprised
that no comprehensive environmental impact study has been put in place.

In this sllde we can see some of the areas of potential impact to Lizard Creek from the
proposed development
- increased sediment load from construction and from ongoing surface runoff from
impervious surfaces like roads – causing turbidity /silt in the water
- Degradation of the land habitat surrounding Lizard Creek causing changes to the
hydrological regime and temperature increases
- Risk of septic contamination to groundwater and potentially the cree – there is no
study done of cumulative impact of 75 septic systems
Interior Health in its review recommends investigation by a hydrogeologist be conducted
to evaluate groundwater and aquifer condition to determine risk of contamination

The development application claims that conservation comes first.
And it applies an approach called Conservation Subdivision
But how can carving up an intact - high-conservation value property into many small pieces covered by a multitude of conservation covenants - be considered conservation land?
This does not meet the BC definition of conservation lands- those having a primary purpose to
conserve and manage habitat for significant fish and wildlife – while concurrently providing for public
access
And I want to say clearly – that conservation areas are no longer fenced parks – today they include
sustainable uses such a fishing and recreation – managed to maintain biodiversity outcomes
We also note in the development application that much of the proposed primary conservation areas
are in fact not developable – they are steep slopes, riparian corridor, alluvial fans,– an easy give
So essentially we are talking about a series of green set backs, 74 small patches of estate green
space and some narrow corridors
This will NOT maintain INTACT the existing interconnected network of stream and lands along the
Lizard Creek corridor
And from my own experience working on private conservation lands, there are big questions about
the resourcing, capabilities and expertise of the holder of covenants – in this case the RDEK - to put
in place, monitor, enforce the large number of private land covenants proposed
And we heard it said at the RDEK Advisory Planning Commission that “its difficult to enforce things
after the fact. ”

The Galloway property provides an important buffer for Fernie Provincial Park, important
habitat for bears and moose among other wildlife and a critical means to maintain the
integrity of the length of Lizard Creek watershed
BC Parks’ review of the development says that Fernie Provincial Park has the potential to
become increasingly isolated as a “habitat “island” if the development is approved as proposed
The City of Fernie review says that the development large lots … will continue the practice of
habitat destruction for the benefit of the very few
And the referral review from the Ministry of Forest Lands Natural Resources and Rural
Development – responsible for fish and wildlife- states that the scale of development will result
in a large loss of wildlife habitat.
The idea that a minimum 87 m corridor will suffice for grizzly and black bear, moose, and other
species when they currently use the full broad expanse of the Galloway Lands – is at best
unproven – this is not how large carnivores and ungulates behave
The development application says wildlife studies will be done ONLY at the subdivision stage –
after the OCP and land use zoning would already by amended by the RDEK – essentially after
the fact.

I am thinking that all Directors in this committee – representing rural areas as well as cities and
towns –value the natural assets of the lands in their areas – for hunting, angling, trail use,
wildlife viewing - and more broadly for the wilderness settings and landscapes that they enjoy
Here in the Elk Valley residents have had the privilege to use and enjoy the Galloway lands
over the past decades for
- For fish habitat and angling
- For wildlife
- For low impact recreational uses
- With all of these maintained through the active stewardship of a range of organizations that
have conserved Lizard Creek drainage –- with the permission of the land owner
So our citizens will not want to see these conservation and recreational values lost – particularly
in one of the few remaining intact properties
Just as I can imagine that Elkford area citizens, for example, would be concerned if there were
to be a large housing development upstream in Boivon Creek or
Radium Springs area constituents would not want to see the Radium Wetlands Recreation Site
to be developed

It is the view of the Elk River Alliance that the current Galloway lands proposal –without a
professional fish and wildlife assessment- is---- incompatible with the values of the land and
would irrevocably change the character of the intact corridor
Our professional view is that the developer and representatives have not evaluated the
environmental impacts on Lizard Creek - as a critical, largely undisturbed spawning and refuge
area for fish nor has it evaluated potential impacts on wildlife
We note that referral agencies BC Parks and the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources
have called for a Qualified Professional to assess wildlife impacts and mitigations of the proposed
development.
Therefore we call on the RDEK to require a full assessment by a qualified team of
environmental professionals, of the impacts on water quality, fish and habitat, wildlife habitat and
connectivity – along with attendant economic impacts on the angling industry - before any
decisions are taken to advance by-laws 3102 (OCP amendment) and 3103 (zoning).

As an expert in environmental governance, I recognize that decisions in the public
interest often are about balance across interests
But as quoted by film maker Guy Clarkson– how much pressure from residential and
other development can our mountain areas stand? – some decision must involve
drawing lines.
There are alternative approaches and possible land uses for the Galloway Lands –
which would maintain them as true conservation lands with low impact recreation while
providing the current owner with value for his property. These need to be explored.
So in closing: How will Directors consider and weigh the various interests – in their
decisions on the proposed By Laws 3102 and 3103?
And where will it land – with the interests of investors from Banff and future $million lot
buyers - or will it favour the environment and Elk Valley citizens’ enjoyment of the natural
assets of the land.
And …. I ask that Directors be provided with a copy of this presentation – and with a
copy of the other delegations’ presentations - so that they have all information available
to them for the Board meeting tomorrow - I understand staff have these available.

